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What is this document? 

This document is provided to supply IELTS learners with some ideas, collocation, and vocabulary about 

the titles that have been featured in IELTS exams. The titles are extracted from “MODABERI.COM” and 

the ideas and collocations are mainly brought from the sample texts in there. 

Every main title has some number of subjects. For these subjects, are possibly written some vocabs and 

collocations that can be used specifically for that particular subject – along with some other vocabs that 

have general use and are extracted from the sample text too – and some ideas. 

There has been no particular format used for writing ideas. Some of them are just phrases, some are 

words, and some are complete sentences. Note that you will have to read the corresponding IELTS 

questions based on which the subjects are provided in “MODABERI.COM” to understand all the ideas. 

You will find them easily. 

The vocabs that are brought here are not necessarily the ones you don’t know, have not heard or are 

not familiar with. There are the ones that might not come to your mind easily when you are trying to 

write an essay. Also, not all the hard vocabs that showed up in the sample texts are brought here. Just 

the ones that I thought might help the most. 

Obviously, this is not a complete document for IELTS writing purposes but it sure can help especially if 

your exam date is approaching. Make sure to hand it to everyone you think it might help. 

  



 

 

Work and life 

Delaying child birth 

Vocabs General: 
Merits, downside 

Custody 
Population structure 
Fertility 

Ideas Prioritizing career 
Failed marriage 
Adverse effect on population structure 
infertility 

 

Older people competing for jobs 

Vocabs General: 
versatility 

Social unrest 
Unemployment rate 
Pension 
Social benefits 

Ideas High unemployment rate  
Older people remaining without jobs 
Government should provide social benefits 
Legislate laws that older people can’t get employed 

 

Spending more on going to space 

Vocabs General:  
justifiable 
Dwindle away 

Water reservoir 
Over exploited 

Ideas Improving recycling 
Cut on consumerism 
Correct the culture 
Much more far from going to space than correcting earth 
Many products are wasted to keep the price high 

 

 



 

 

Cheaper goods 

Vocabs General:  
societal 
foster 

Exorbitant price 
Affordable commodity 
Harm to surrounding 

Ideas People can but more stuff cheaper 
The economy will prosper 
Quality may reduce 
Lack of trust in products leading to bad economy 
Harm to surrounding due to need for more production 

 

Promoting healthy life style or treatment 

Vocabs General: 
 

Ailment  
Well-being 
welfare 

Ideas Some diseases are inevitable 
We don’t know the reason for some of the diseases 
Some of the incurable diseases could be prevented 
Treatment takes more money and has less success rate 
Government should educate people about health 
Set up warning system to advise people about preventing contagious illnesses 

 

Housing shortage in big cities 

Vocabs General: 
Apart from this 
Preferential 

Satellite towns 
High-rise apartment 

Ideas Government should improve life quality in other cities 
Build Satellite towns 
Establish policies so that people build high-rise apartments 
Government help change the culture of consumerism and luxurious life style 

 

 

 



 

 

More people use private cars 

Vocabs General: 
Air quality 
punctual 

fare 

Ideas Enhance public transportation 
People feel more comfortable and free in private cars 
High social position comes with driving private cars 
Comfortable seats in waiting areas 
Lowering fares 
Educating people about the devastating impact of using private cars 
Assigning time restrictions for using private cars 

 

Spending money on art 

Vocabs General: 
 

 

Ideas Basic needs should be put first 
Art could be a luxury for some developed countries 

 

Saving money 

Vocabs General: 
formidable 

Baby boomers 

Ideas Elderly people are overly dependent on other financially 
Government should pay enough retirement salary 
Children can help financially 
Not everyone’s salary is high enough to save a significant amount 

 

  



 

 

Secondary school aim 

Vocabs General: 
Deem 
unsetting 

 

Ideas Children are not old and wise enough to know what path they want to go 
Children need basic knowledge in every field 
As children grow up we can be more specific 
Jobs need people to be very good at one thing 

 

Changing jobs 

Vocabs General: 
 

Job hopper 
 

Ideas Getting promoted would not be an option anymore 
Would experience a lot of different things 
Someone may get too bored from being in the same place their whole career 
It is hard to bond with people if you change your job frequently 

 

Role of material possession in happiness 

Vocabs General: 
 

greed 

Ideas Happiness comes differently for every person 
Working too hard for acquisition of something may not pay off 

 

Shopping as a free time activity 

Vocabs General: 
 

Shopping venue 
commodity 

Ideas Technology has made possible the production and advertisement of diverse products 
Convenient and entertaining shopping environment 
Bad culture of consumerism 
A hollow activity 
Markets baiting us into buying more stuff 



 

 

A great amount of wealth 

Vocabs General: 
 

Standard of living 
 

Ideas With money comes comfort 
Money may cause jealousy 
Some people commit crimes to attain wealth 

 

  



 

 

Travel and tourism 

Cultural traditions may be destroyed 

Vocabs General: 
 

Peddler 

Ideas A cultural journey is impossible with people wanting to gain profit out of everything 
If we don’t gain profit we cannot renew historical places 
Sometimes the only income that saves a culture from dying is from tourism 
Government can play a significant role in balancing the situation 

 

International tourism brings tension 

Vocabs General: 
The gap be bridged 

leisure 

Ideas Communicating with foreigners comes with problems 
Difference in measurement units causes problems 
Different cultures 
Tourists may disrupt domestic people’s lives 

 



 

 

Technology and inventions 

The way children spend their free time 

Vocabs General: 
Despite the said advantages 

Health deterioration 
Leisure activities 

Ideas Less physical activity in modern games 
Better decision making 
A good way to get familiar with technology 
Less made up games and less creativity 
Fake sense of accomplishment 
More choices for entertainment 
Portable devices 
Addictive type of entertainment 
Less actual communication 

 

Technological developments are causing environmental problems 

Vocabs General: 
Has advanced leaps and bonds 

Industrialization 

Ideas Scientific methods can help be more efficient with supplies 
We cannot practically abandon technology or go back with it 
Alternative energy problem 
Pairing technology with capitalism is what makes the problem not technology bi itself 
The only way we can have a utopia is when we are technologically advanced  

 

People no longer entertain themselves 

Vocabs General: 
 

The game of “Hide and seek” 
The game of “Drop the handkerchief” 

Ideas Some people are entertained more than before by the use of internet and modern 
technology 
Some people overuse technology 
E.g. Music is computerized and all tracks are essentially the same thing 

 



 

 

Problems associated with mobile phones 

Vocabs General: 
 

facilitate 

Ideas Radiation of mobile phones 
Disturbing people by talking loudly on phone 
Using mobile on airplanes causes navigation problems 

 

Earlier technological advances brought more benefits 

Vocabs General: 
 

Sectors of community 

Ideas Many people who struggle financially cannot benefit from technology as much as the 
others 
Past advances help newer ones 

 



 

 

Others 

Traveling 

Vocabs General: 
Culprit 

 

Ideas Globalization leads to similarities of the sceneries 
The essence may be the same but there are differences in details 
We should keep our traditions 

 

The 21st century 

Vocabs General: 
unprecedented 

Starvation 
Incurable diseases 
Water shortage 
Technology pessimist 

Ideas Technology can improve our life quality 

 

Improvement in human race 

Vocabs General: 
 

Renaissance 
Industrial revolution 
Medical care 
Environmental pollution 

Ideas Medical care has improved 
Industry has improved vastly 
Machines have taken over the factories 
We need to work better on environmental problems 
The rate at which we improve is much faster but the areas are not that vital 

  



 

 

Role of music 

Vocabs General: 
 

 

Ideas Music could be cultural 
Music could be international and cross-cultural 
Can satisfy many people at many different times and situations 

 

  



 

 

Media and advertising 

Reading the news 

Vocabs General: 
 

 

Ideas Online news is updated every second while paper news at best daily 
Easier to access 
Online news can contain videos and voice records 
Environment friendly 

 

International travel in the future 

Vocabs General: 
 

Tourism industry 

Ideas Visa policy may get stricter 
Unaffordable travels due to cost of fuel which is rising rapidly 
Traveling provide valuable experiences and fun 
Nothing can match the actual experience of being somewhere 
Tourism industry will be broke 

 

Reading for pleasure vs watching TV 

Vocabs General: 
Cumulative 
Wittingly 

footage 

Ideas We depict in our minds the scenes we read about in the books 
We are fed from the large pool of language skills the author has used in the book 
Director, not us, depicts the images in films 

  



 

 

Stories of people’s private lives 

Vocabs General: 
Dignity 
Laughing stock 

Infringement 

Ideas Sharing one’s private stories is immoral 
People should have privacy under any circumstances 
Many celebrities want their stories to get publicized 
Could have bad influence on teenagers 
When someone decides to get famous they know this is one of the consequences 

 

Power of advertising 

Vocabs General: 
Mushrooming 
Catering to every taste 

Modernization 
 

Ideas People have new and diversified needs and all are recognized and categorized and 
almost all could be satisfied by products 
Markets care for profit and use advertisement in alluring ways to gain that 

 

Violence on TV programs 

Vocabs General: 
 

Media violence 
 

Ideas Children imitate the violence they see on TV 
Implies to viewers that they are unsafe 
People are starting to watch violence for fun 

  



 

 

Ban of advertising 

Vocabs General: 
 

 

Ideas We sometimes benefit from advertisements when we look for the best of a certain 
product 
Ads sponsor many useful program and events 
Ads imply falsely that we need a certain product to have a complete life  
They appear too much and sometimes are dangerous 

  



 

 

Languages and cultures 

Import of films and TV programs 

Vocabs General: 
 

Cultural assimilation 
Cultural invasion 

Ideas Contributes to the cultural diversity 
Develops the believe system of people 
Informing people of their own culture and traditions 
Leads to cultural assimilation and invasion 

 

Visiting museums and historical sites by local people 

Vocabs General: 
 

Historical sites 

Ideas Domestic people are familiar with their own costumes and traditions 
Local people who have gone there once will probably not visit again cause they 
mostly remain unchanged 
These sites could provide education too to attract more local people and more 
frequently 
Renewing the appearance 

 

Learning foreign language in school 

Vocabs General: 
 

School curriculum 
 

Ideas Due to globalization we need to learn a foreign language 
Will help get familiar with cultures 
Help for further education 
Harmful to label students and divide them 

 

  



 

 

Traditions and costumes relating to the food 

Vocabs General: 
Stave of disease 

Ritual 
Dietary importance 

Ideas Fast-paced world needs faster meals 
We care for nutrition 
Agricultural traditions are gone due to modernization 
Better food has led to better and longer lives 
Some food-related traditions are lost and youngsters know little of them 

 

Cultural contact between countries 

Vocabs General: 
Exert influence 

Regional isolation 
Sovereignty 
National identity 
Indigenous culture 

Ideas Promote business cooperation 
Help economies grow 
People get to know other cultures 
National cultures may disappear 
Local languages give place to English 

 

Multicultural societies 

Vocabs General: 
Blood brother 

 

Ideas People are different to some extent whether they are from one culture or not but 
manage to live peacefully more often than not 
More range of experiences are available 
Dealing with some aspects are harder than the others 

 

  



 

 

Modern buildings 

Vocabs General: 
 

 

Ideas Culture is a changing phenomenon and we have to live with that 
New needs sometimes cannot be satisfied by old traditional ways (architecture) 
We should think and come up with new ideas rather than insist on some old ones 

 

Inventing a new language 

Vocabs General: 
Insurmountable 
More often than not 
concede 

Linguistic scientist 
speech 

Ideas Translation comes with problems 
We may not be able to translate some cultural aspects 
We may not be able to consider the tone in translation well 
We can pick up a language that already exists 
We would not need to learn so many languages 

 

  



 

 

Governments and society 

Helping all people in the world 

Vocabs General: 
Bear the burden 

Deprived regions 
World’s leaders 
Underprivileged 

Ideas Too many underprivileged countries 
Deprived countries spread around the world and are sometimes hard to reach 
Well-being of their own people should be prioritized 
Many governments cannot do it without help 
Some problems need other countries to cooperate to be tackled 
Helping other countries could teach people to help each other 

 

Family structure 

Vocabs General: 
Undergo 

Breadwinner 
Single-earner 

Ideas More than one breadwinner 
Change of traditional roles of parents 
More financial stability 
Make possible for the mother to pursue the career she wants 

 

Unpaid work 

Vocabs General: 
Profound understanding 
Bring about 

Less-developed countries 
Voluntary work  

Ideas They gain an understanding of the bad situation many people have to live in 
Good for their resume 
Local people become educated 
Some local people gain the chance to develop more 
 



 

 

Reducing traffic congestion 

Vocabs General: 
To side with someone 

Mode of transportation 

Ideas Some people will use trains instead of their own cars if there were more of them and 
that would take some burden off of roads 
Railways are usually separated from other systems 
The number of cars are increasing so we will have to have wider roads 
Wider roads is more permanent solution 
Few people will transition from cars to subways 

 

  



 

 

Environment and pollution 

Governments vs people are responsible for environmental damage 

Vocabs General: 
Government agencies 

Ecological scientists 
Environmental deterioration 
Emission of pollutants 
Environmentally friendly 

Ideas We should inform people starting from schools 
Media can inform people too 
Restrictions to emission of pollutants 
Allocating land for wildlife 
Many household activities pollute environment  

 

Responsibility to protect environment 

Vocabs General: 
To cope with 

 

Ideas People consider the problem as a future concern 
People want immediate problems to be tackled 
People consider the environmental problems too complex to be solved by individuals 
People have to be environmentally responsible 
Advertisement of green products 
Incentive to responsible people 

 

Problems regarding to cars 

Vocabs General: 
Causality 

Traffic jam 
 

Ideas Cars pollute the air too much 
Traffic jam 
Car accidents 
Impose restrictions on cars 
More environmentally friendly cars 
Educating problems better 
Underground tunnels and parking garages 

 



 

 

Education and learning 

How to solve the problem of crime 

Vocabs General: 
Social endorsement 
Root of a problem 

Condemned to jail 
Commit crime 

Ideas People will be safer with criminals in jail 
Jail sentence may deter criminals to commit crimes 
Education contributes to people’s intellect 
Educations informs people about the damage crimes cause to society 
Better life situation which leads to more stable life and less crime comes from 
education 

 

Learning world history or local history 

Vocabs General: 
Outside intruder 

Young learner 
Schools’ curriculum  

Ideas Knowing local history contributes to patriotism 
Helps understand local traditions and value them 
World history gives a perspective of life 
Helps know world’s trends 
Would help children with their future careers 

 

  



 

 

Computers and internet 

Computer and internet in children’s study vs schools and teachers 

Vocabs General: 
 

 

Ideas Computers help children with problem solving skills 
Needs constant update 
Not reliable 
In schools children gather and learn from each other as well 
Stage-by-stage development 

 

Computer games have no value 

Vocabs General: 
Pastime 
Cultural barriers 

 

Ideas These games are addictive 
The radiation is bad for eyesight 
More games means less study 
Leads to lack of concentration 
Contain sexual and violent scenes 

 

The main purpose of public libraries 

Vocabs General: 
Roam about 

Digital age 
 

Ideas New devices are way more efficient space-wise 
Easier and cheaper to copy and maintain 
A combination of media and text is more interesting and helpful 

 

  



 

 

Computers in education 

Vocabs General: 
 

 

Ideas Computer is good for subjects that need to be repeated 
Provide us with a lot of information on what we need 
Teachers are needed to actually teach us 
We can ask teachers questions 
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